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Abundant woods and the fun of countryside nature
and scenery

Noyamakita-Rokudoyama Park
Location ●
Honmachi 3/ 5/ 6-chome, Mitsugi, Kishi, Musashi-Murayama City; Ishihata, Tonogaya, Mizuho Town
Contact Information ● Noyamakita-Rokudoyama Park Administration Office tel: 042-531-2325
(4-2 Mitsugi, Musashi-Murayama-shi 208-0032)
Transport ●
10-minute walk from Yokota, Choenji, Mine or Kishi bus stop on Tachikawa Bus for Hakonegasaki or Mitsufuji from
Tachikawa (JR Chuo line). 10-minute walk from Yokota, Choenji, Mine or Shimin-Sogo-Taiikukan-iriguchi bus stop on
Musashi-Murayama city circle route bus for Mitsugi-Chiku-Kaikan from Kamikitadai (Tama Urban Monorail).
Free parking available (parking capacity is 30 cars).

Located on the western edge of Sayama Natural Park, this park
with an elevation difference of 40 meters has dense green
woods in a greatly varying landscape. It is habitat to many living
creatures including wild birds and insects; and natural springs
can also be seen in the park. The park has been developed and
managed to protect the natural environment of the woods and
valleys, as well as to pass down precious forested hills to
coming generations.
Opened
Area
Main plants

Facilities

Country house

Play forest

Much of the park is covered with
deciduous trees such as konara
oak, sawtooth oak, and storax. One can enjoy the abundant nature
of the forest that is home to Japanese rhinoceros beetles,
butterflies, and other insects as well as wild birds such as
pheasants and nightingales. The combination of woods and
valleys preserves much nature, and the valleys form a habitat for
rare creatures such as Tokyo salamanders and fireflies.

Woods and valley ●

June 1, 1988
1,408,302.10 m2
Japanese red pine, storax, sawtooth oak,
konara oak, fir, clethraceae, dogtooth violet,
gentian
Country house, play forest, adventure forest,
observation lookout deck

In the woods at the east end of the park are
25 sets of wooden playground equipment
named for creatures of the forest. Children can play on those to
their hearts’ content in the forest.

Play forest ●

Main house of the countryside experience facility

Planting rice in the country

Countryside experience area ●
Miyanoiri valley has been developed as a countryside experience
area where one can learn about the environment though paddy
field management and a variety of other country activities. The
base for those activities is the country house recreated based on
actual Edo era houses found in the Sayama Hills area. A main
house with four asymmetrical rooms as well as a warehouse, work
shed, and storeroom have been constructed and are used to learn
about and experience country life.
The adventure forest at the east end
of the park has an observation
lookout deck, a series of athletic wooden playground equipment,
and more. One can take a 60-meter stroll in the sky on the
observation lookout deck to observe the forest from a bird’s view.

Adventure forest ●

Adventure forest observation lookout deck
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